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Difficult conditions persist in emerging
markets

The trajectory of China’s economy, the outcome of global

trade tensions and local elections will determine the

performance of emerging-market assets.

Read more

Trade war fallout can hurt risky assets

The simmering trade war between the United States and

China is expected to continue, and could put the economy

at risk.

Read more
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Implications of the Huawei export ban

With Huawei blocked by the U.S. Commerce Department

from buying U.S. technology, we discuss ramifications on

the technology sector and how the ban may end.

Read more

Trade tensions could reduce global GDP

There is a significant likelihood that U.S.-China trade

tensions will remain high. Effects on global GDP effects

are uncertain, but could exceed 1%.

Read more
Why flexibility matters if Treasury yields climb
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An active, flexible posture on rate risk could be helpful

given the reasons why Treasury yields might rise from

recent low levels.

Read more

ESG investing: Identifying leaders in data
management

Data security and privacy practices can significantly affect

business models, and leading companies may offer

strategic and financial advantages.

Read more

Investing for impact | Q&A with Stephanie
Henderson

A member of Putnam's sustainable investing team

describes her motivations for spreading ESG fluency

throughout the firm to enhance fundamental insights.

Read more

Market volatility returns to “old” normal

Our outlook for stock market volatility sees the levels

reached in 2018 continuing, in part because these levels

were close to the long-term norm.

Read more
ESG Outlook for 2019

We see increasing evidence that systems thinking is

becoming more prevalent and influential throughout

corporations and the investment community.

Read more
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Commenting guidelines

Any Putnam funds referenced in the above articles are not available for sale outside the United States.

Services provided by Putnam may not be available in all countries or to all investors. This content is not an offer to any investor who is not qualified under local law.

The views and opinions expressed are those of the fund manager above, are subject to change with market conditions, and are not meant as investment advice.

This material is for informational and educational purposes only. It is not a recommendation of any specific investment product, strategy, or decision, and is not intended to suggest taking or refraining from any course of action. It is not

intended to address the needs, circumstances, and objectives of any specific investor. Putnam, which earns fees when clients select its products and services, is not offering impartial advice in a fiduciary capacity in providing this sales and

marketing material. This information is not meant as tax or legal advice. Investors should consult a professional advisor before making investment and financial decisions and for more information on tax rules and other laws, which are

complex and subject to change.

All funds and investment products involve risk, and you can lose money. See the prospectus for details. Any economic and performance information is historical and not indicative of future results.

If you are a U.S. retail investor: Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses of a fund before investing. For a prospectus, or a summary prospectus if available, containing
this and other information for any Putnam fund or product, contact your financial representative, call Putnam at 1-888-4-PUTNAM (1-888-478-8626), or click on the prospectus section to view or download a prospectus.
Please read the prospectus carefully before investing.

A Member of the Power Financial Corporation Group of Companies™

In the United States, mutual funds are distributed by Putnam Retail Management.
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